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Happy New 2018!  
 

Thank you for your support in 2017 and wish you a Happy New Year ! 

 
Our First Event in 2018  ~ China Vehicle NVH Summit 2018  
GRAS China and S&V Samford will participate in this summit and tell more about 
the latest NVH Product-  the rugged automotive microphone – 146AE-HT 
 

 
 
Event:  China Vehicle NVH Summit 2018 
Date :   17-18th January, 2018  
Venue: Crowne Plaza Shanghai Noah Square  
 
 

146AE-HT   The strongest link in your measumrement chain 

Automotive noise testing can be extremely demanding so you need a tough 

product to meet your expectations. That’s why GRAS has developed the 146AE - a 

measurement microphone especially designed to perform under extreme test 

conditions. 

Every detail of the 146AE microphone set has been 

developed to handle even the most challenging test  

conditions, with materials and mechanical design  

carefully selected for optimal performance. 

 
Video  of 146AE-HT 
Videos of G.R.A.S. HALT 

Know More  
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  About Us     

 

  S&V Samford Ltd.    

  www.svsamford.com 

 

 

We are devoted to provide quality and 

innovative solutions for Customers with 

interest in Sound and Vibration, Condition 

monitoring and Air Quality monitoring. 

With a team of passionate professionals, 

we provide dedicated support and 

continue education to our customers.   

 

  Contact: 

Email:sales@svsamford.com 

Tel : (852)  2833 9987 

Fax : (852) 2833 9913 

  

Monthly Feature Products  

   -New!  Listen INC 

SoundCheck 16 

 

-ONO SOKKI-  

TQ Series Torque meter & Detector 

 

- SINUS    

SoundBook_MK2  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NrtqyHcMQ6g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JjoLg7FwG8c
mailto:sales@svsamford.com?subject=products%20Enquiry
mailto:sales@svsamford.com


        

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 About Listen Inc.  

https://www.listeninc.com/   
 

 Listen is a world leader in audio and 

electroacoustic test and measurement.    

 

Founded in 1995, when its flagship 

product, SoundCheck®  was launched, 

the company has pioneered 

electroacoustic measurement 

techniques for 20 years and sets the 

standard in the marketplace with 

powerful and innovative test methods 

and algorithms, fast and flexible testing, 

and excellent service and customer 

support.   

 

Listen invests heavily in R&D, regularly 

presenting papers on new measurement 

techniques at conferences and refining 

its algorithms to remain at the cutting 

edge of measurement technology. 

 

  
 
    

New Version! Listen Inc. SoundCheck 16. 

’

This Feature-packed Window/ Mac release includes several new features and algorithms 

for distortion measurements, a new frequency counter, optional strip chart recorder that 

emulates a traditional strip chart and more. There are also improvements on the usability 

side including increased setup automation and control via Python.

-Faster & more accurate THD +N  
Re-designed THD+N analysis algorithm is compliant with the AES17 Standard and is 

more accurate and significantly faster than other audio test systems.   
 

-Save to Memory List for All Meters 
The multimeter, distortion analyzer and frequency counter can all now save results to 

the memory list, even when used interactively. This enables an instantaneous 

measurement to be recorded without having to run a sequence, and also enables these 

saved values to be used within sequences. 

-Sweep Equalization for Minimized Transients 
In stepped sine amplitude and frequency sweeps, selecting equalization now also 

enables a smooth transition between steps. 

 

-Upgraded Multimeter 
 The multimeter has a new, fixed or auto-tracking bandpass filter option. This is useful 

for measuring a specific signal in the presence of background noise. In addition a new 

‘Linear Repeating’ averaging mode is available. 

-Simplified Setup 

-Outline ET250-3D Turntable Control 
  Custom Steps are available to control the Outline Turntable model ET250-3D, and an 

example sequence is available 

 

-SoundCheck Control Via Python 
SoundCheck can be controlled via Python, an object-oriented scripting language that 

offers some advantages over C++. 
 

Others features:  
-Externally Launch and Close Virtual Instruments. 

-The Exit Status of Custom Steps Is Now Indicated 

-New Strip Chart Recorder (optional module) 

-New Real Time Distortion Analyzer (optional module)  

-New Frequency Counter (optional module)  

Read More 

file:///D:/Anna2/marketing_marterials/Newsletter/S&V%20Department/NewsLetter_draft/Jan%202018/SC16-0_New_Features%20(1).pdf


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ONO SOKKI – TQ Series Torque Meter & Detector 

Four kinds of digital interface (newly added EtherCAT, PROFIBUS, CAN, and 

existing RS-232C) e provided as options as digital output, which allow digital 

communication at higher speed. These digital interfaces can output torque 

measurement value without decreasing accuracy that the torque detector 

originally has. 

High speed response analog output is enabled by adopting periodical 

calculation method to convert it for everyone cycle of the pulse. 
 

Remote I/O function, communication function, and interlock function are 

provided as standard, which are very useful for assembled system. 
 

Features 
-High accuracy output of torque measurement value with 4 kinds of digital output. 
 

-Multi-range measurement function covers settings for multiple torque  

capacities in one torque detector. No need to replace a torque detector for 

measurement of different torque capacities. 
 

-Analog output at high speed response Signal output frequency detected by the  

TQ-2000 detector fluctuates according to the amount of torque detected. The TQ-5300 

torque meter calculates for everyone cycle the frequency which corresponds to the 

detected torque amount, and outputs them as analog signal at high response. It 

enables optimum control by following up the transient torque having wide fluctuation. 
 

-Used with TQ-2000 series High Stiffness Torque Detector  
TQ-2000 series high stiffness torque detector is optimum for the motor torque test 

which requires high speed rotation such as a motor for driving EV/HEV. 
 

- Analog output of rotation speed Simultaneous analog output of torque·rotation 

speed value. 
 

Features of TQ-2000 
- High stiffness 

- High accuracy (±0.05 % /F.S: frequency output) 

- High rotation speed:  up to 22,000 r/min (standard),up to 25,000 r/min (option) 

- Long operating Life : Non- contact signal transmission from the rotating section. 

Causing no wearing of parts and easy maintenance. 

- Slim flange type & Accredited Calibration Laboratory by JCSS (Japan 

Calibration Service System) 

About Ono Sokki 

https://www.onosokki.co.jp/English/english

. htm   

 

Ono Sokki is a measuring instrument 

manufacturer focused on the tasks of 

applying digital technology to 

measurement applications, and has a 

proud history in that field, including 

development of Japan's first digital 

counter 40 years ago, and myriad 

products using digital technology.   

  

Their products, reputed to be "World 

First" or "Industrial Standard" in various 

fields, reflect their constant pursuit of 

original technologies. Under this motto 

of "Change & Challenge for Solving the 

World's Toughest Problems", 

ONOSOKKI aim to build a network-

oriented company supported by human 

resources backed by high technologies.    
 



 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

    

 

              See You ☺  

SINUS Soundbook_MK2  

 

It is based on the innovative Apollo platform. The high-performance 24-bit 

ADCs and the advanced Apollo filter processor combine highest precision, 

many channels and a high signal bandwidth in one device. Of course, the 

robust Panasonic Toughbook CF-19 serves as base equipment for the 

Soundbook_MK2 again.  

 

Soundbook allows you to work virtually everywhere, at the office as well as on 

the go. Soundbook reliably withstands heat, cold, rain, dust, vibration and 

hard impacts. With a weight of 3 kilograms, a robust magnesium case, a 

rotatable, bright TFT display, low power consumption and various interfaces 

Soundbook combines the performance of a high-quality instrument with the 

capabilities of a PC. You may choose from variants with 2 / 4 or 8 measuring 

channels with LEMO7 or BNC input connectors to match you application 

requirements. 

 

Soundbook is especially well suited for: 
- Occupational safety and environmental protection 

- Engineering services 

- Quality assurance 

- Research and development 

- Sound level measurements 

- Frequency analysis 

- Signal recording 

-  Human vibration measurements       

-  Pass-by noise measurements            

-  Building acoustics 

-  Machinery vibration measurements 

-  Modal analysis 

- Order analysis 

- Structural analysis 

 

Know More 

 

 

About SINUS 

https://www.sinus-leipzig.de/en/ 

 

SINUS Messtechnik GmbH was founded 

1990 and stands for robust, portable and 

flexible multi-channel measurement 

systems for the sound and vibration 

analysis. 

 

Their corporate philosophy of modular 

concepts and open systems enables us to 

offer an impressive product portfolio on a 

high technical level at fair prices, even as 

a small company. 

 

The Soundbook_MK2 family, in particular, 

combines the new 24-bit Apollo 

technology and the virtually 

indestructible Panasonic CF-19 

Toughbook combined in a unique 

solution which allows extremely 

advanced real-time field analyses. 
 

 

mailto:sales@svsamford.com?subject=Enquiries%20for%20SINUS%20Soundbook
https://www.sinus-leipzig.de/en/

